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            Free shipping for Retail Customer orders of more than $50!
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                                Family - 2x FitLine Optimal Set PR
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                                                        Save 10% by joining the FitLine Club when you order on autoship.
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                                    Order at a reduced price (max. 3 pcs. per set)

                                

                                
                                
                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                        
                                            FitLine Powercocktail Junior - ONLY for Family Set 

                                                                                            $21.00
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                                                                            Description

                            So that the family always stays in top shape: Our FitLine Optimal Set Family (consisting of 2x FitLine PowerCocktail + 2x FitLine Restorate Citrus sachets) offers the ideal FitLine basic care for you and your loved ones.


The Exclusive Nutrient Transport Concept (NTC®) brings the nutrients, when they are needed, to where they are needed - to the cell level inside and out.


Supplement your usual diet with the FitLine PowerCocktail in the morning and with FitLine Restorate in the evening. The products are very easy to prepare and the preparation will become a good habit in just a few days.


Optional: The FitLine basic supply for kids

FitLine Powercocktail Junior is the answer for our kids when mom and dad drink FitLine PowerCocktail in the morning. FitLine PowerCocktail Junior contains coordinated combinations of active ingredients with 11 vital vitamins and provitamin A.


*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 
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